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Abstract 
The present trend practiced by product manufacturing industries is to stick to basics of management principles in serving 
internal and external customers herewith to attain a good outcome at end of every process. System Application & Product is one 
such advanced tool that helps in managing customer service, products production planning, optimization etc. On the other hand 
Product Lifecycle Management is another tool that assists the industries in managing the entire life cycle of a product by which 
the new challenges in the product development can be dealt with ease.  Automobile industries use management system/tool to 
organize recent advancements in production and manufacturing process and to produce a product which satisfies customers and 
brings reputation to industry. This paper deals with utilization and implementation of  two existing concepts: SAP & PLM a 
new dimension in handling the production process and life cycle of a product can be unlocked which eventually benefits in 
acquiring the customers support, attention, ease in planning the manufacturing design process, optimizations, material 
management,  achieving good results in sales and distribution etc. The obtained results showed a significant improvement in the 
entire product design and manufacturing process with the best quality. 
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1. Introduction 
An effective method to design and develop a product is the most sought one at all time periods. As the time 
moved on globalization along with lot of competition among the industries, which eventually led to the 
development of products and their design in their purpose. When product began to evolve from their original 
designs/patterns the customers began to evolve. The role played by customer began to change from the receivers of 
the product to the main factor that determines the success of an industry. They became the sole purpose for the 
existence of competition and the evolution of various trends. Since almost everything evolved from their initial 
state the method of organizing too took a leap forward by opting new techniques to manage the vast design, 
manufacturing and production processes. The new techniques required the computer hardware and software such as 
SAP, CIM etc. These became the modern trends and the most recent trends being combining the different 
techniques together to obtain a multipurpose tool that serves every possible purpose [1]. Several works related to 
such hybridization of the techniques have already been reported by eminent research scholars. A lot of concentrated 
research has been applied for automobile industries, metallurgy industries, aircraft industries etc. But there exist a 
followed but not at higher degrees. Pump designing and manufacturing units are one such unit. Though the top 10 
companies of the global market use advanced strategies and monitoring systems there are a plenty of other pump 
designing and manufacturing industries that require an advanced hybrid tool that supports them both in managing, 
designing, manufacturing and production. This paper deals with the use of SAP integrated with PLM in a pump 
industry for designing and manufacturing of a water pump with validated results. 
2. SAP-PLM in Industries 
 System Application and Products is a tool utilized by almost every business organizations to handle their 
internal and external process in an efficient way [2]. They are used in handling the negative outcomes of a system 
by prior planning and efficient management. SAP is generally not a tool that removes all the drawbacks of a system 
but it does provide the flexibility in making necessary changes in the existing system to remove the drawbacks. 
Also SAP is not a one click-for solution software type. It is a complex process which requires every member of the 
enterprise to be part of it, contribute and perform efficiently for the most desired output. SAP provides an 
enterprise an easier way to deal with the complex processes in their product development by offering a Single entry 
point for information, Simultaneous processing of inputs from various users, online updates, Common Data Base, 
Operational aspects, simultaneous financial and management satisfaction. At present the most recent trends have 
been the integration of SAP with Product Lifecycle Management.  SAP is configurable to suit the business needs of 
the company. The SAP Product Lifecycle Management (SAP PLM) application provides the customer with a 360-
degree-support for all product-related processes - from the first product idea, through manufacturing to product 
service. SAP PLM is part of the SAP Business Suite, which gives organizations the unique ability to perform their 
essential business processes with modular software that is designed to work with other SAP and non-SAP software. 
Organizations and departments in all sectors can deploy SAP Business Suite software to address specific business 
challenges on their own timelines and without costly upgrades. 
3. Pump Industry 
Pump Industries are one of the very complicated manufacturing and production sectors who are often pushed to 
face challenges by new customer requirements, change in globalization and economy. A pump industry designs 
and manufactures various types of pumps such as pumps for processing water, processing oil, air, sea water, 
chemicals etc. Hence they always face the problem of selective manufacturing and selective batch productions due 
to their small customer strength with varying degrees of requirements because there do not exists  a plenty of oil or 
chemical industry that might require large number of pumps each year for performing their tasks. 
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Among the various pumps designed and manufactured every year only one set of pumps always face constant 
evolutions based on the competitiveness and emerging technologies. The water pumps are the most used ones and 
most produced ones when compared to any other pumps. Water pumps though not a special purpose pump is 
always treated as a special one because of the large customers available to buy them. But the pump industry has the 
problem of designing pumps for every set of customers. Since every customer their own requirements and the 
pump industry has to satisfy every customer by either manufacturing a pump that has all the features or else the 
industry has to manufacture pumps with specific configurations that performs specific functions (in case of price 
reduction). Computer software application give them the flexibility to create templates of design and then store 
them and then reconsider them again if a similar design is required or a similar design with a slight modification is 
required. But  it still requires organizers and constant supervision. So we bring the SAP-PLM concept of handling 
the various processes into the picture to facilitate a hybrid management in the automotive component 
manufacturing industry. 
4. Case Study: SAP-PLM System in Automotive Water pump Manufacturing Industry 
The purpose of this project is to carry out analyze on the existing business process of Design and Development 
in Automotive Water pump manufacturing company and to understand the pain points of the legacy systems and 
proposal of SAP PLM functionalities to overcome the problems and achieving streamlined business process of the 
entire business entity with ERP - SAP solutions with business benefits. This research also details about the process 
to select, implementation of focus and successful launch of SAP PLM, to manage their Design and Development 
process, Prototype Manufacturing, APQP and Supplier Quality Assurance Process. 
Product design and development processes must undergo APQP (Advanced Product Quality Planning). APQP 
is a mandatory new product development process for suppliers in many Industries, in order to fulfill the 
requirements from QS9000/TS 16949 to be a vendor for Auto OEMS. 
5. APQP Process: Advanced Product Quality Planning 
 
Fig 1 Stages of APQP process 
5.1. Steps involved in APQP  process:  
The steps involved in APQP process are Supplier Risk Assessment,  Supplier Site Evaluation, Sourcing 
Eligibility, Issues LOI or Purchase Order to Supplier, Supplier APQP Kick Off Meeting ,Process flow 
diagramming   APQP Phase Review Meetings  ,  Design Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (DFMEA) , Process 
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (PFMEA) , Process control planning ,Quality control planning,  Raw material 
development, testing and validation ,Tool, equipment development and review ,process capability studies,   
Dimensional analysis, Attribute analysis, Functional testing and analysis, Production Part Approval  PPAP etc.  
The first stage of the APQP process is gathering information and concepts about the pump designs from the 
customers through various feedback systems. From the various types of feedback  type of performance 
requirements, Product development cost, Quality requirements (Cp, Cpk, PPM requirements) are given more 
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 In 
the former the prototype is developed and is carefully analyzed if it satisfied all the requirements sorted out 
through customer feedbacks and then setting up of materials, machinery and tools for the mass production is 
carried out (Fig 1). 
Prelaunch involves the following activities to be developed for manufacturing process like Jig and Fixture 
development, Gauge and Inspection devices, Tool and Die development, Raw material procurement, Machine / 
layout planning, Process design, Control plan, Process FMEA, Statistical Process Control, Calibration plan, 
Performance test and Endurance test reports, Inspection reports, PPAP Approval.  
6. Pros and Cons of the Existing PLM methods and need for Integrated PLM solution: 
Design and Development involves lot of cost and time on the Product design and development process, there 
are situation that needs control on the development process to capture the customer requirements to the 
transformation of a complete end product. The company was facing critical issues on time tracking and control 
over product data maintenance since there is no integrated PLM systems established. The product engineering 
senior management interested in MIS reports related to Product development time and status with the cost and to 
achieve this, one has to work on several individual reports and have to follow-up with the different Design and 
Development locations which need lot of manual intervention. 
By leveraging the SAP PLM functionalities the core business process will be integrated with Design and 
Development process [3], there by  
 Deliver high-quality products and reduce waste, throughout every phase of the product life cycle 
 Accelerate product development by integrating supply-chain and procurement management 
 Improve operations with tools to plan, measure, and track resources, safety, and maintenance 
 Optimize productivity, via an easy-to-use, role-based portal that enables content delivery understand the product 
development process,  
 Track cost spent, compare with allocated budget on each phase of the project. 
 Schedule and track the time lines of each tasks of the new product development process. 
7. SAP PLM  Architecture for  Business Transformation 
A complete architecture of SAP PLM business transformation is shown in Fig 2. 
 
Fig 2 Architecture of SAP PLM 
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7.1. SAP PLM Project System (PS): 
Project System is one of the functional module which is used for design the project in terms of Work breakdown 
structures (WBS) with activities listing and its networking. Project system process integrates most of the SAP 
modules like Production planning, Plant maintenance, material management, investment management finance, 
controlling, human resource, sales & distribution etc. Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) is a basic tool in project 
system, [4] it is a framework for defining all project work elements and their relationships, collecting and 
organizing information, resource requirement, developing relevant cost for individual activities planned, time taken 
for each activity. Both functional and physical work elements are also included. The process which we have seen 
in APQP has been incorporated as a project template. It contains APQP phases and activities. APQP process has 
been created as a project template in SAP PLM  PS module in which APQP phases have been mapped with Work 
Breakdown Structure (WBS), networks [5] and activities. There by providing a structural approach for each 
product design phase. This APQP process template can also be used for any upcoming new product design and 
development of water pump manufacturing process industries (Fig 3). 
The cost and time spent on each APQP phase could be tracked through WBS elements and also there is a 
provision to compare the previous product design and development process [6]. Cost and Time tracking is the 
major aspect can be controlled in project system (Fig 4). 
SAP PLM Project system can have a virtual collaboration in network with vendors [7]. Web-based virtual 
workspaces for knowledge sharing collaboration between R&D, Purchase Department to the  external vendors , so 
that the vendor can knows the project schedule, Design of the product to be manufacture ( 2D & 3D models) , 
quality norms so that they can  supply the items in scheduled time , quality and cost . Vendors can only visualize 
the PS system only, but they cannot able to make any change. This collaboration results in reduced communication 





Fig 3   Information about of APQP activities in terms of WBS 
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Fig 4 Planning and scheduling of complete Project system of water pump 
7.2. SAP PLM Engineering Change Management: 
Engineering change management (ECM): Manage the changes to be made in a specific part of pump in BOMs, 
materials, or documents depending on required parameter. 
An Engineering Record contains a collection of objects that need to undergo change. This Engineering Records 
can undergo status transitions and generate a Change Number (Change Master) for associated objects. The Change 
Number (Change Master) is generated when you change the status of an Engineering record. For instance, a lead 
number is generated on the engineering record header when we change the status of an Engineering record from 
w Change Number object is generated with 
(or without) a release key which depends on configuration settings (Fig 5). 
The header of the Engineering Record defines the following fields: Description, Reason for change and Priority, 
Validity Date, Customer Name and Change Coordinator, Status of Engineering Record and Access Control 
Context .BCV based side-panel provides real time reports within the Engineering Record/Change Master. 
 
Fig 5 Information flow in engineering change record and activities linked to project schedule, BOM, cost etc 
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7.3. SAP PLM Document Management: 
SAP PLM provides web based user interface for document management activities. Document Attributes spread 
across multiple tabs to ease navigation. Document can be integrated via Microsoft interfaces, scanning and plotting 
devices, various CAD interfaces and external document management systems (Fig 6).  
 
 
Fig 6 Screenshot of create , display and change document system 
7.4. CAD Integration: 
Online communication between SAP-System & CAD application with bi-directional data transfer [8]. 
Developed by SAP and partner for: AutoCAD, Inventor, Pro/ENGINEER, Unigraphics, CATIA V5, Solid Edge, 
Solid Work, Micro station Fig (7).By using CAD interface, pump structure can be transferred to SAP system  and 
also documents can be created in engineering desktop. 
 
 
Fig 7 Screenshot shows 3D CAD model of water pump, transfer CAD integration to SAP structure and create documents in desktop 
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7.5. Design Optimization using SAP Classification system: 
Each pump will be distinguished by its characteristics [9]. SAP classification system leveraged to link the 
characteristics and values of the Water pump assemblies there by providing structured and more robust Product 
data management solution [10, 11]. The characteristics of the Pump will be (Fig 8) 
 No. of Impeller blades 
 Impeller Outer diameter 
 Impeller width 
 Blade angle 
 Discharge 
 Volute orientation 
 
 
Fig 8  Screenshot shows characteristic description of pump 
Whenever there is a possibility to use the existing design, the designer will check the design object matching the 
criteria using object list (Fig 9). 
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Fig 9 Classification and characteristic of various water pump assembly 
7.6. Variant configuration of Water pump: 
The product structure was mapped in SAP system as below: 
 
Fig 10 Different permutations and combinations of the similar pump parts for different material 
Here the casing shall be cast iron or Aluminum and similarly the back plate for the pump may be cast iron or 
aluminum or steel. These are the variants of the product. These variants shall be configured during the sales order 
stage or during initiation of the manufacturing order. The components and the Manufacturing or the assembly 
operations shall be determined based on the product configuration. This simplifies the task of the Product variant 
maintenance and determination and also the need to maintain Individual master data was eliminated (Fig 10). 
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8. Conclusion: 
The Product design and development of pumps are effectively implemented by APQP methodologies through 
SAP PLM functionalities. There by customer and Vendor communication will be much improved through the 
virtual collaboration and data exchange between the company and external stakeholders which is a big barrier in 
the existing system of pump manufacturing company. This also results in reduction of overall Product 
development time and better control over the cost of pump.  
 Usage of SAP - PS system gives better visibility on the budget and the actual spent on each of the product 
development phases.  
 The change management helps in effective change control and change implementation of the change 
objects. This also provides the company a structured change management system. 
 The company organized all the product design related documents with the SAP Document management 
system and the problem on control and release of documents from different locations will be 
eliminated as there is one single database proposed for all the design locations.  
 The component selection for the design optimization process is one of the greatest advantages as there are 
thousands of similar designs with use of classification system the Product data will be managed better 
and arriving at components with similar design will be achieved within minutes, thereby eliminating 
owledge on all design phases of pump. 
 The overall product development timelines and cost will be better managed and reported to the top 
management to take appropriate decisions on time. 
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